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QUESTION 1

You are debugging an MAF application. The application stores the total cost of items in the user\\'s shopping cart in a
managed bean variable. The total cost is then displayed in an AMX page via anamx:outputTextcomponent. A button is
pressed on the pageto add another item to the shopping cart, and, as a result, the total cost value is changed in the
managed bean. However, you notice that the value is not changed in the AMX page. 

Which is the reason for this behavior? 

A. The total cost variable does not have aPropertyChangeListenerfiring on data change. 

B. The scope of themanaged bean ispageFlowScope. 

C. The variable is anintinstead of adouble. 

D. Theamx:outputText partialTriggerproperty must include the ID of theamx:commandButtonthat is invoking the
change. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Yourcustomer requires that a MAF application must have a feature to return the user\\'s current location on a map via
the geolocation services. However, you are aware that it is not always possible to guarantee return of the user\\'s
current location in a mobile application. 

Which are two valid reasons that the geolocation services may not be available to your application? 

A. Not all devices have GPS services. 

B. The user may disable the application\\'s privileges to access the GPS. 

C. MAF does not support accessing the GPS services on iOS. 

D. The GPS cannot be accessed if the device does not have a network connection. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

You are building a new MAF application and the design documentation specifies the following requirements about the
application logs: 

1. Log entries by the MAF framework must be kept at a minimum. 

2.Log entries generated by your own business logic must be as detailed as possible for compliance purpose.
Thelogging.propertiesfile for your application currently looks like this: .handlers=com.sun.util.logging.ConsoleHandler
.formatter=com.sun.util.logging.SimpleFormatter oracle.adfmf.util.logging.ConsoleHandler.level=SEVERE
oracle.adfmf.util.logging.ConsoleHandler.formatter=oracle.adfmf.util.logging.PatternFormatt er
oracle.adfmf.util.logging.PatternFormatter.pattern=[%LEVEL% - %LOGGER% - %CLASS% - %METHOD 
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%]%MESSAGE% oracle.adfmf.application.useParentHandlers=false
oracle.adfmf.application.handlers=oracle.adfmf.util.logging.ConsoleHandler oracle.adfmf.application.level=INFO 

oracle.adfmf.framework.useParentHandlers=false 

oracle.adfmf.framework.handlers=oracle.adfmf.util.logging.ConsoleHandler 

oracle.adfmf.framework.level=FINE 

Which two actions would you perform to fulfill the requirements? 

A. Use loggers from thecom.sun.loggingpackage in you code. 

B. Setoracle.adfmf.application.leveltoFULLin thelogging.propertiesfile. 

C. Set.handlerstooracle.adfmf.util.logging.handlers.SQLiteHandlerin thelogging.propertiesfile to store the logs in a
database since this is required by regulations. 

D. Setoracle.adfmf.application.leveltoFINESTin thelogging.propertiesfile. 

E. Setoracle.adfmf.framework.leveltoSEVEREin thelogging.propertiesfile. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

How do the AMX components react at run time? 

A. They render all the UI using native UI components for each platform. 

B. They render the user interface using mostly HTML5 and JavaScript code rendered in the WebView. 

C. They use Java UI components (JavaFX) to render the interface. 

D. They use ADF Faces components to render the UI on the mobile device. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which use case describes why you should use theJSONBeanSerializationHelperclass in MAF? 

A. Use it as a Java interface to data objects so that they can be serialized to server-side REST services. 

B. Use it to parse JSON results to Java data objects and collections. 

C. Use it to validate JSON result strings for matching a specific data schema. 

D. Use it as an adapter class to access the REST-JSON data control from JAVA (for example, from managed beans). 

Correct Answer: B 
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